Carmalt Dragon
Families are on **FIRE**

At Home

**F** 
- Communicate any concerns to child’s teacher(s).
- Ask questions and talk about learning at home.
- Use respectful and compassionate words for yourself, your children, and school staff.

**I** 
- Help child find quiet space without distractions
- Encourage child to study, take breaks, and engage in physical exercise.
- Find time for self-care.
- Send child to school daily with necessary materials.

**R** 
- Remind child to keep technology device charged or plugged in, and to bring their charger and device to school.
- Remind child to have their mask(s).
- Remind child to stay 3-6 feet apart.

**E** 
- Ask questions for clarity in the chat, or communicate with the teacher outside of class time.
- Check with child daily about assignments (asking if all assignments are complete, and check in Schoology and HAC under grades)

*Voice Levels: 0 = silence/microphone on mute 1 = whisper, between 2 people, or typed chat 2 = regular voice, whole group conversation in video when directed by teacher*